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Introduction
For the second examination in this series the featured business was the Japanese
multinational car manufacturer, Toyota. The focus of the pre-release material and many
of the questions were the events and issues surrounding Toyota’s safety concerns in 2010
and the resulting recall of many of its products. This topic area provided a good basis for
questions on a range of specification concepts in the unit to be examined. Teachers would
have been able to access a range of supporting documents, video clips, and additional
information to support the preparation of their students for this examination.
As with previous series, the paper followed the format of shorter knowledge and application
based questions, progressing to an evaluation question at the end of section A. A case
study example such as Toyota with its interesting recent history provided a wide scope
for examining topics from across the unit specification. Section B, as will always be the
case, asked 'open-ended' questions intended to prompt students to explore broad issues
of Corporate Strategy. In past series the calculation of financial ratios had been limited to
some of the shorter questions in part A; this series a broader question on this topic area
was asked, giving candidates the opportunity to show their skills of financial analysis and
evaluation, as well as the broader qualitative factors that influence financial judgements.
Successful candidates in this paper:

•

Stuck closely to the requirements of the questions posed – there is a danger with
examinations based on pre-release material that candidates are tempted to answer
questions they have practiced or been prepared for.

•

Answered in the context of Toyota and its markets. They were able to recognise the
situation the business found itself in and the important factors such as its culture and
history that had a large influence on the way that Toyota makes its business decisions.

Less successful candidates in this paper:

•

Did not show a sufficient understanding of important specification content and
terminology. Specific examples included: ‘competitive advantage’; ‘decision trees’; and
‘corporate culture’. Glossaries of key terminology either devised by teaching staff or
candidates through independent research are a good way of securing this knowledge at
all stages of the examination preparation.
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Question 1
This question required candidates to show knowledge of the important concept 'competitive
advantage'. As in previous series this question only requires candidates showing the
assessment objective of 'knowledge' in order to achieve the two marks; application to
Toyota is not required.

Examiner Comments

This response clearly defines what competitive advantage
means, and sticks closely to it being a feature of the business.
Although not necessary, the candidate relates the definition
to Toyota - an alternative way of securing the second mark,
particularly if the definition is a little vague. 2 marks awarded.

Examiner Tip

Make sure that you are clear about the main business
terms in the unit specification. 'Competitive advantage'
is an important one across a number of topics in the
unit.
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Question 2
This question also required candidates to show knowledge only - this time of the investment
appraisal technique Average (accounting) Rate of return. Although it was not required
to write the calculation/formula in order to gain two marks, many candidates used this
approach and were able to achieve two marks in this way.

Examiner Comments

This candidate attempts a definition using both sentences
and the calculation for Average Rate of Return. They do so
successfully, achieving two marks. The important feature of this
answer is that the term 'average profit' is used to show a secure
understanding of this investment appraisal technique.

Examiner Tip

As well as understanding how to make the calculations required to
undertake investment appraisal, make sure that you understand
what the technique is showing a business. In this case it is how
much on average the business estimates it will receive each year of
an investment, as a percentage of the investment cost, taking into
account the investment cost too.
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Question 3
The key to this question was candidates understanding and answering about how different
stakeholder groups were affected. Here there were marks for knowledge of stakeholder
groups; application to Toyota; and analysis of how these effects might exist.

Examiner Comments

This response achieves four marks. It does so because the candidate
clearly shows knowledge of what stakeholders are in general; identified
accurately consumers/customers as examples related to Toyota (later made
clearer with reference to competitors); and then goes on to make two
analytical points. Also the candidate only analyses one stakeholder group this is clearly required in the question.

Examiner Tip

Make sure you read the question carefully. Sometimes
instructions will be written in bold (in this case one) because
that is the requirement of the question. In this example no
reward could be gained by writing about more than one group.
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Question 4
This question required candidates to suggest possible responses in terms of strategy. One
mark was given to knowledge of corporate strategy, with one for application to Toyota
and/or the government car scrappage scheme. As with question 3, candidates were only
required to analyse one possible effect and did not gain reward for suggesting more than
one effect.

Examiner Comments

Many candidates found this question challenging. There are two
specific aspects that require accurate responses: firstly, candidates
needed to show knowledge of corporate strategy - some were
confusing 'objectives' with strategy; secondly, candidates needed to
show how the scrappage scheme might affect Toyota's strategy not
simply the business. This response does all of those things. Four
marks achieved.

Examiner Tip

Make sure that you know the difference between
'objectives' (what a business is trying to achieve) and
'strategy' (how they plan to achieve those objectives,
usually over the long term).
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Question 5
The Boston Matrix is often seen as an accessible part of the specification and as a result
most candidates show a good knowledge of the concept. This question required candidates
to relate the Boston Matrix to corporate planning - in other words to explain the uses the
concept could have to Toyota. The four application marks at Level 2 of the mark scheme
show the importance of applying the Boston Matrix to the Toyota range of cars.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate shows a good general understanding of the Boston Matrix to
begin with in their response. They then go on to apply the matrix to Toyota, its
situation, and its product range e.g. 'due to safety problems, cash cows may no
longer remain as such'. The analysis comes towards the end of the response
where the candidate explains how Toyota could use the Boston Matrix to identify
different products and plan ahead.

Examiner Tip

You will not be expected to 'know' which of a particular business's
products fit into different categories of the Boston Matrix. However,
it is important that you are able to make suggestions of what might
fit into each category in order to show that you understand how
businesses use it as a decision-making tool.
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Question 6
Question 6 of the paper is usually the first example of one where candidates will be
expected to 'evaluate'. In this example, they were expected to evaluate the usefulness of
'decision trees'. In a unit that focuses on decision-making tools business can use, this type
of question is typical.
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Examiner Comments

Examiner Tip

This response has a number of important positive features:
it clearly shows an understanding of what decision trees are
and how businesses use them - particularly important is that
they can be used to forecast 'risk' and the effects of an option
on the returns of a business. This answer is also clearly in
context and is closely related to Toyota as a car manufacturer.
The structure is clear and the candidate discusses the uses
and limitations of decision trees clearly. The answer could be
improved even more if the conclusion brought in important
contextual information such as Toyota not having faced a
situation similar to this before in their history.

When discussing the
uses and limitations of a
business decision-making tool
such as decision trees, make
sure that you show sufficient
knowledge of how the
techniques are used and what
they show a business.
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Question 7 (a)
Corporate culture was quite a large feature of the pre-release material and it provides a
good subject material for open-ended questions such as this. The important thing that was
being examined here was the understanding of what 'corporate culture' is - the unwritten
rules of behaviour that an organisation has and that influence the way workers in particular
behave. In this case it was looking at the influence of Toyota's culture and the degree to
which it shaped the business's response to concerns over safety.
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Examiner Comments

This question required candidates to focus on 'the way things
are done around here' (Corporate culture). Strictly speaking this
does not include Toyota's Guiding Principles that were included
in the pre-release. These may influence the culture, but they
are more the 'official company policy' that may not accurately
reflect what actually occurs.
This response shows a good understanding of how factors such
as Japanese traditions of deference caused delays in the recall.
Importantly though, the candidate goes on to explain that
culture was not the only factor and that things such as Toyota's
objectives of expansion may have been equally important.
This response scores highly because they are able to make a
nuanced judgement that shows understanding of the complexity
of the situation.

Examiner Tip

In question 7a and 7b it is important that your answer
looks at both sides of the question. In this case culture
was important, but think to yourself 'what else was
a factor?' - it is very rare indeed for any business
decision to be clear cut.
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Question 7 (b)
For the first time on this specification the subject content of financial ratios were examined
in part B of the paper. This was in order to give candidates a wider opportunity to use
these crucial tools to fully evaluate the performance of Toyota. The question also directed
students to consider other factors outside the results of the ratio calculations to assess
Toyota's performance overall.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate clearly addresses the two aspects of the question: the results of the
ratio analysis, and the other factors such as macroeconomic influences that also had
an impact on Toyota's performance.
Particularly impressive is the way that the response uses counter arguments to
evaluate and this achieve level 4 marks. For example, they discuss the slight increase
in gearing, but then make the valid point that this might have been due to the world
recession and might not have been anything to concern Toyota specifically. It might
also be that the borrowing occurred in order to sustain the growth of Toyota - a stated
corporate objective.
A conclusion is then drawn explaining that despite all the arguments made, the results
of ratios should always be used with caution, and compared to the performance of
competitors to be given meaning.

Examiner Tip

When calculating ratios, make sure you use the results of your calculations
effectively: explain what your results show - improvement or worsening? Be
clear about which aspect of a business's performance they are relevant to:
profitability? liquidity? Explain the possible limitations of your results and
discuss the other external/qualitative issues that may be relevant to judging
the overall performance of a business.
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Paper Summary
In order to improve their overall performance in this paper, candidates should:
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•

Make sure they are fully aware of the content of the pre-release material and have a
secure understanding of all the key business terminology contained within it.

•

Practice writing in context. In other words, showing an understanding of the business
and its wider situation – simply writing ‘Toyota’ at this level is not sufficient – there
needs to be an appreciation that, in this case they are a multinational car manufacturer
who had built a reputation for quality.

•

Aim to write balanced, evaluative answers to question: 6, 7a, 7b – this means writing
two-sided answers with a conclusion that answers the question directly and brings in
points that help to make the judgement on one side and not the other – this may be
something to do with the business’s overall aims or strategy for example.

•

Practice time-management so that the last two questions in particular can be answered
in sufficient depth and detail, and are not rushed as time begins to run out.

•

Look for the command words in each question and structure their answers accordingly
– this avoids writing answers that are either too short or too detailed, and should also
help candidates with overall time management.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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